Schwiedrzik and Freiwald's data are a striking demonstration that visual neurons perform predictive processing. Evidence of neural prediction marks a paradigm shift that engages theorists and empirical scientists in psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy. Philosophical themes being redefined using neurocomputational rules of prediction include conscious experience and embodied cognition (e.g. [6] ). Algorithmic developments in artificial intelligence, braininspired computing, and robotics are rooted in neuronal prediction (e.g., [7] ). Deficient predictive processing might contribute to psychotic symptoms [8] and neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism [9] . Proponents of predictive processing argue we can explain such data most parsimoniously in the framework of prediction. Others argue we have insufficient empirical evidence to substantiate predictive processing. Ultimately, theoretical frameworks will need to adjust to empirical data before we can model precisely how neurons predict or how prediction supports the full range of brain functions. Similar to the pioneering finding of Hubel and Wiesel of feature detectors in visual cortex [10] , Schwiedrzik and Freiwald found prediction error-detection signals in the face-processing network. Such data are essential if prediction is to transform from a conceptual framework into a measurable and general mechanism of brain function. Cowen and Keltner asked whether people's emotional experiences cluster together into a smaller set of categories or whether those experiences are best described along continuous affective gradients. To address these questions, participants reported their experience of emotions and other sentiments after watching film clips designed to evoke a range of feelings (Box 1). Based on their analyses, Cowen and Keltner concluded that reports of emotional experience were structured as 27 emotion clusters (i.e., categories), with fuzzy rather than firm boundaries. Furthermore, they argued that each category has a single pattern of affective features (e.g., anger is a higharousal, unpleasant experience) and the similarity and differences among categories can be described by their proximity along affective features such as valence, arousal, and effort.
Study Designed for Robust and Replicable Findings
In this era of persistent concerns about the replicability and robustness of scientific findings, it is notable that Cowen and Keltner's findings about self-reported emotional experiences replicate earlier lexical studies that more directly assess the structure of people's emotion concepts [2] . Furthermore, Cowen and Keltner introduced a methodological innovation that will move the field towards a more robust, generalizable science of emotion. Virtually all experiments in the science of emotion treat emotion-inducing stimuli as a fixed effect (all participants received all stimuli). Consequently, the majority of existing studies have likely overstated the strength and generalizability of the statistical evidence they report. In Cowen and Keltner's study, however, each participant viewed a subsample of the available movie clips (30 of the 2185 available), allowing the possibility of treating clips as a random-effects variable. Cowen and Keltner did not explicitly estimate stimulus variability and adjust for uncertainty due to stimulus sampling, but future studies can (for an example of modeling stimuli as a random effect, see [3] ). Also of note, the analyses were conducted on the average of the individual ratings associated with each film clip, rather than on the individual ratings themselves. Because people differ in the number and precision of the emotion categories that describe their experience [4] , it is important to establish how well these results apply to individual people.
But What Kind of Categories?
The categories versus dimensions debate that motivated Cowen and Keltner is more properly a debate about the nature of emotion categories. Are emotion categories classical (or natural kind) categories with necessary and sufficient features, as proposed by the basic emotion approach (as described in Cowen and Keltner), or are they conceptual categories (on par with other biological categories as discussed by Darwin in On the Origin of Species [5] , as discussed in [4] )?
All instances of emotion have affective features -emotional experiences feel pleasant or unpleasant, they involve feelings of arousal or quiescence, they involve some degree of effort, and so on. So, scientists can ask: are instances of the same emotion category highly similar in their affective features (so that they strongly cluster) or do they substantially vary from one another in their affective features? For example, instances of anger, sadness, fear, and happiness can be either unpleasant or pleasant [6] . We can also ask: are emotion categories qualitatively different from one another in their affective features (with firm boundaries between categories) or are there instances of different emotion categories that are more similar in affective features (so that the categories have fuzzy boundaries or even overlap in their features)? For example, are there instances of anger, fear, and excitement that are experienced as similarly pleasant and high in arousal?
Cowen and Keltner found evidence of variation, but the pressing question is how much variation? Using their analysis strategy, they found that emotional experience (as reported by participants) configure as prototype categories with fuzzy boundaries (replicating [2] ), meaning that the instances of an emotion category supposedly share a single pattern of affective features, but vary primarily in the degree to which those features are present. These findings are inconsistent with research in other measurement domains of emotion that clearly shows how instances of emotion belonging to the same category vary considerably in their features. Furthermore, instances of different emotion categories have considerable similarity in their features. This is true when measuring affective properties in emotional experiences (e.g., [6] ), when measuring facial actions that serve as emotional expressions [7] , when measuring autonomic nervous system (ANS) features of emotion [8] , and when measuring the neural patterns associated with emotion categories [9] .
A category is a group of instances that are similar for some purpose. A conceptual category has instances that are similar in function but that do not necessarily share perceptual features [10] . If the instances of the same emotion category have variable features across contexts (i.e., if the affective feelings differ, the facial movements differ, and the ANS features differ), then an emotion label does not uniquely describe any instance of that category; nor does the category prototype (which is a statistical abstraction over variable instances and not a biological essence Box 1. Brief summary of Cowen and Keltner (2017) Eight hundred and fifty-three English speaking US participants each viewed a subset of 30 film clips designed to evoke a range of sentiments. A total of 2185 clips viewed by between nine and 17 participants. One group of participants reported on their emotional experiences by making categorical (yes/no) judgments of 34 emotion terms, such as anger, awe, confusion, and horror. A second group of participants reported on the affective features of their experiences by rating 14 affective properties such as valence, arousal, and effort, along a Likert-type scale (1-9; e.g., unpleasant to pleasant, subdued to stimulated, and no effort to enormous effort). A third set of participants freely labeled their experiences by choosing words from a database of 600 terms. Using a series of dimensionality reduction techniques to examine the covariances in the ratings, Cowen and Keltner reported that ratings of emotional experience were structured as 27 emotion groupings (i.e., categories), with fuzzy rather than firm boundaries, distributed along continuous affective gradients (i.e., dimensions). Additional details for the various analyses can be found in Cowen and Keltner [1] , but one main observation is worth noting: the split-half canonical correlation analysis (CCA) that was used to identify the emotion groupings is equivalent to a supervised, confirmatory data-analytic approach. Participants categorized their experience using 34 emotion adjectives by making dichotomous yes/no responses, so a split-half CCA reflects how well the rating covariances conform to prespecified emotion categories rather than inductively discovering whether or not emotion categories exist in the first place. A more inductive approach would begin with participants making all ratings, including those involving emotion adjectives, on a continuous Likert-type scale, along with the use of an unsupervised dimensionality reduction approach using conventional statistical guidelines for extracting components (e.g., eigenvalues >1).
[4]). Knowing that a person is angry does not reveal whether she/he is feeling pleasant or unpleasant; it does not tell you whether she/he is preparing for attack or feels defeated. The features themselves (including affective features) provide additional information that the emotion label alone cannot. Such findings are inconsistent with classical views of emotion (such as the basic emotion approach of Cowen and Keltner) and are more consistent with constructionist views of emotion (e.g., [2, 4] ). It would be interesting to reanalyze Cowen and Keltner's data using a more inductive, discovery-based approach rather than the more confirmatory approach they chose (Box 1). Future studies that adopt a discoverybased approach will make it possible to empirically compare different hypotheses about the nature of emotion categories.
